Albert Pike's 1871 Plan For The Three
World Wars
In 1871 Albert Pike envisioned three World Wars to be followed by an
unparalleled economic disaster. Pike's plans have come to fruition,
shockingly 'on target'. Who is Pike and perhaps more importantly who
backed Pike?

Albert Pike's letter to Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871:
"The First World War must be brought about in order to permit the
Illuminati to overthrow the power of the Czars in Russia and of
making that country a fortress of atheistic Communism. The
divergences caused by the "agentur" (agents) of the Illuminati
between the British and Germanic Empires will be used to foment
this war. At the end of the war, Communism will be built and used in
order to destroy the other governments and in order to weaken the
religions."
"The Second World War must be fomented by taking advantage of
the differences between the Fascists and the political Zionists. This
war must be brought about so that Nazism is destroyed and that the
political Zionism be strong enough to institute a sovereign state of
Israel in Palestine. During the Second World War, International
Communism must become strong enough in order to balance
Christendom, which would be then restrained and held in check until
the time when we would need it for the final social cataclysm."
"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of
the differences caused by the "agentur" of the "Illuminati" between
the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war must
be conducted in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World)
and political Zionism (the State of Israel) mutually destroy each
other. Meanwhile the other nations, once more divided on this issue
will be constrained to fight to the point of complete physical, moral,
spiritual and economical exhaustion…We shall unleash the Nihilists
and the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm
which in all its horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of
absolute atheism, origin of savagery and of the most bloody turmoil.
Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves against
the world minority of revolutionaries, will exterminate those
destroyers of civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned with
Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be without
compass or direction, anxious for an ideal, but without knowing
where to render its adoration, will receive the true light through the
universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally
out in the public view. This manifestation will result from the general
reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of
Christianity and atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the
same time."

Old World Order Looses Power
The Catholic Church lost power as a
consequence of the power of the printing press
which brought about the Renaissance and
Reformation. When people like Martin Luther
translated the Bible from Latin into German and
later into English, books people could afford and
read were published from the printing presses
across Europe. All of a sudden people could
read the Bible and they realized that the Pope
was not the word of God and that they did not
have to pay the Church for fogginess of sins.
The Pope lost power.

In October 1517, Martin Luther
published the "95 Theses",
challenging papal authority and
criticizing its perceived
corruption, particularly with
regard to its sale of indulgences.
The 95 Theses led to the
Reformation, a break with the
Roman Catholic Church and
eventually to the establishment
In 1540 Ignatius Loyola establishing the Catholic
of the United States of America.
Mafia known as the "Society of Jesus" or the
"Jesuits" with the intent of destroying the
Reformation and reverting power to the Pope at
whatever cost. To get a taste of how far the
Jesuit's will go read the Jesuit Oath of Office filed
in the Library of Congress:
EXTRACTS FROM THE JESUIT OATH
OF OFFICE:
"I do further declare that I will help,
assist and advise all or any of his
holiness’ agents, in any place where I
should be in Switzerland, Germany,
Holland or America, or in any other
territory I shall come to, and do my
utmost to extirpate the heretical
Protestant or Masonic doctrines, and
destroy all their pretended powers,
legal or otherwise. ....
I do further promise and declare, that
I will, when opportunity presents,
make and wage relentless war,
secretly or openly, against all heretics,
Protestants and Masons, as I am
directed to do, to extirpate and
exterminate them from the face of the
whole earth, and that I will spare
neither age, sex, nor condition, and
that I will burn, hang, waste, boil,
flay, strangle, bury alive, these
infamous heretics, open up the stomachs and wombs of their
women and crush their infants’ heads against the walls in order to
annihilate their execrable race.
That when the same cannot be done openly, I will
secretly use the poison cup, the strangulation cord,
the steel of the poniard, or the leaden bullet,
regardless of the honor, rank, dignity or authority of
the persons whatever be their condition in life, either
public or private, as I at any time may be directed to
so do, by any agent of the Pope, or superior of the
Brotherhood of the Holy Faith of the Society of Jesus."
- The quotes from the Jesuit Oath shown here were
entered into the Congressional Record, 62nd
Congress, 3rd Session; House Bill 1523, Library of
Congress, Catalog Card Number, 66-43354, Volume 49, part 4, pages
3215-16.

U.S.A. Born out of the Reformation & Renaissance
In order to escape persecution from the Catholic Church, secret societies
were formed such as the Masons and it was these good Masons who founded the
United States of America. The U.S.A. was founded on the principles of the
Renaissance and Reformation, it reflected a "New Order of The Ages" where we the
people were sovereign and no one was sovereign over us.
In the U.S. there was no sovereign king, queen or pope. The government was
meant to be the servant of the people, this was the "Novus Ordo Seclorum" or "New
Order of the Ages" which is the opposite of the Old World Order

Old World Order Infiltrates Masons & Calls Themselves the
New World Order
By the mid 1800's the Jesuits' had
infiltrated and taken over their arch
enemies, the Masons. The Jesuits
set about with the purpose of
disrupting and causing confusion in
the Masons. In America Jesuit
Albert Pike promptly announced that
the god of the Masons was 'Lucifer'
turning he Masons 180 degrees in
the opposite direction from which
they came.

Morals & Dogma - Pike
changes the Mason's god to
Lucifer:

The Jesuits also turned the "New Order of the Ages" in the opposite direction calling
it the "New World Order".

"Old" New World Order Initiates Conflict To Destroy The USA The Morrill Tax Un-Civil War
Albert Pike (1809-1891)
a Jesuit of Newbury Port
moved to Arkansas
where he became a
prominent member of the
secessionist movement.
He was chosen by
Giuseppe Mazzini, the
head of the Masons and
Mafia in Italy and Europe
(no doubt Mazzini was
closely tied to the Pope),
to head the Illuminati
operations in America
and moved to
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destroying the Protestant Reformation in North America,
Jesuit De Smet began his lifetime relationship with the
Brigham Young, a
high-level Freemason, in Native American Indians of the Mid and North West.
Under the guidance of his master in Rome—Jesuit
1846 at Council Bluffs,
Superior General Johannes Roothaan, De Smet began to
Iowa, had a private
organize the Indians into “Reductions” while purposing
meeting with Pierre De
to use them as soldiers in repelling the movement of
Smet, one of the most
Protestant settlers to the Oregon Territory. One of the
powerful American
Jesuits of the Nineteenth massacres involved the use of Cayuse Indians, killing
eighteen Protestants including Presbyterian physician,
Century. Being the
Dr. Marcus Whitman, and his dear wife Narcissa, at
foremost Jesuit of
Waiilatpu on November 27, 1847. Fifty-three women and
influence among the
Indian Nations, De Smet, children were taken captive and suffered “indescribable
[sexual] indignities” for thirty days until a ransom was
using Confederate
General and 33rd Degree paid for their release. The odious Sons of Loyola,
garrisoned at their military outpost of “Rocky Mountain
Freemason Albert Pike,
incited his Sioux Indians Mission,” were publicly blamed for this atrocity.
Congregationalist Pastor Henry Spaulding preached far
to mass-murder eight
hundred White Lutherans and wide of the Order’s duplicity in both the massacre
and subsequent 1848 Cayuse War as a conspiracy to
of Minnesota
destroy Protestantism in Oregon. Little did he know that
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governments intervened
to put an end to his
savagery.
Mazzini was not only the head of the Illuminati, he was the leading revolutionist in
Europe. He was determined to establish a New World Order on the rubble of the Old
Order and created a plan to accomplish his goal. He detailed his plan for world
domination in a letter to Pike on January 22, 1870: "We must allow all the
federations to continue just as they are, with their systems, their central authorities
and their diverse modes of correspondence between high grades of the same rite,
organized as they are at the present, but we must create a super rite, which will
remain unknown, to which we will call those Masons of high degree whom we shall
select. With regard to our brothers in Masonry, these men must be pledges to the
strictest secrecy. Through this supreme rite, we will govern all Freemasonry which
will become the one international center, the more powerful because its direction will
be unknown. Lady Queensborough, Occult Theocracy, pp. 208-209.
This secret rite is called "The New and Reformed Palladian Rite." It has headquarters
in Charleston, S.C., Rome Italy, and Berlin Germany. Pike headed this rite in the
Western Hemisphere while Mazzini headed it in the East. Pike wrote about his beliefs
and goals in 1871 in "Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Freemasonry." In this massive volume he explained that the "blind Force of the
people is a Force that must be economized, and also managed. . . it must be
regulated by intellect. "To attack the citadels (Institutions) built up on all sides
against the human race by superstitions (religion), despotisms, and prejudices, the
force must have a brain and a law (the Illuminati's). Then its (Force) deeds of daring
produce permanent results, and there is real progress. Then there are sublime
conquests. . . When all forces combined, and guided by the Intellect (Illuminati), and
regulated by the Rule of Right, and Justice, and of combined and systematic
movement and effort, the great revolution prepared for the ages will begin to march.
. . It is because Force is ill regulated that revolutions prove failures" Albert Pike,
Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, 1-2
(Rev. Ed. 1950).
Even though Pike was a confederate general who committed the most heinous
atrocities of the war his tomb is located just 13 blocks
from the Capitol Building. He was a high ranking member
of the Illuminati who is still revered by the New World
Order Gang. The god of the Illuminati and the New World
Order Gang is Lucifer. "The Masonic religion should be,
by all of us initiates of the high degrees, maintained in the
purity of the Luciferian doctrine. . . Yes, Lucifer is God,
and unfortunately Adonay (Jesus) is also God. For the
eternal law is that there is no light without shade, no
beauty without ugliness, no white without black, for the
absolute can only exist as two Gods: darkness being
necessary to light to serve as its foil as the pedestal is
necessary to the statue, and the brake to the locomotive. . ."The doctrine of
Satanism is a heresy; and the true and pure philosophic religion is the belief in
Lucifer, the equal of Adonay (Jesus); but Lucifer, God of Light and God of Good, is
struggling for humanity against Adonay, the God of darkness and evil." A.C. De La
Rive, La Femme et l'enfant dans la Franc-Maconnerie Universelle, p. 588;
Lady Queenborough, Occult Theocracy pp. 220-221.

Money The Root Of All Evil
Abraham Lincoln refused to
pay the banksters 37%
interest on money they
wanted to lend the US to pay
for the Un-Civil War. Lincoln
decided to copy the banksters
fraud and printed the
Greenback's, in doing so he
wrote that he "gave the
people of this Republic the
greatest blessing they have ever had - their own paper money to pay their own
debts". Lincoln also said: "I have two great enemies, the southern army in front of
me and the financial institutions in the rear. Of the two, the one in the rear is the
greatest enemy.". The banksters shot Lincoln and converted his Greenbacks into
their own fiat-money debt. From that point on the USA was handed into the hands of
the international banksters.

Old New World Order Plans World Dominance
Following the Un-Civil Morrill Tax War, Pike & Mazzini planned the takeover of the
world. Pike designed a plan for world conquest and wrote of it in a letter to Mazzini
dated August 15, 1871. He said three future world wars would prepare the world for
the New World Order.
Albert Pike's plan for the Illuminati was as simple as it has proved effective. He
required that Communism, Naziism, Political Zionism, and other International
movements be organized and used to foment the three global wars and three major
revolutions:
"The First World War must be brought
about in order to permit the Illuminati to
overthrow the power of the Czars in
Russia and of making that country a
fortress of atheistic Communism. The
divergences caused by the "agentur"
(agents) of the Illuminati between the
British and Germanic Empires will be
used to foment this war. At the end of
the war, Communism will be built and
used in order to destroy the other governments and in order to weaken
the religions." - Albert Pike's letter to Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871.
"The Second World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the
differences between the Fascists and
the political Zionists. This war must
be brought about so that Nazism is
destroyed and that the political
Zionism be strong enough to
institute a sovereign state of Israel
in Palestine. During the Second
World War, International
Communism must become strong
enough in order to balance
Christendom, which would be then
restrained and held in check until the time when we would need it for the
final social cataclysm."- Albert Pike's letter to Mazzini, dated
August 15, 1871.
"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the
differences caused by the "agentur" of the "Illuminati" between the political
Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war must be conducted in
such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism
(the State of Israel) mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the other
nations, once more divided on this issue will be constrained to fight to the
point of complete physical, moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion…
We shall unleash the Nihilists and the atheists, and we
shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in
all its horror will show clearly to the nations the effect
of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and of the
most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens,
obliged to defend themselves against the world
minority of revolutionaries, will exterminate those
destroyers of civilization, and the multitude,
disillusioned with Christianity, whose deistic spirits will
from that moment be without compass or direction,
anxious for an ideal, but without knowing where to
render its adoration, will receive the true light through
the universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally
out in the public view. This manifestation will result from the general
reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and
atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time." - Albert
Pike's letter to Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871. (see former Royal
Canadian Navy Intelligence Officer, William Guy Carr's books "Satan,
Prince of this World" and "Pawns in the Game", p. xv-xvi, which includes
extracts of Pike's letter:).

"I see a very dark cloud on America's horizon, and that cloud is coming
from Rome." - Abraham Lincoln

Pike's Letter Appeared In 1910 - Confirming A Collusion
Claim's made that Pike's letter is a fraud are diluted by the fact that the letter was
discovered before the current war and before the Second World War. We
understand the letter was first know of publically in 1910. The fact that the events in
the letter discovered in 1910 came to pass and are currently in the "Third World
War" make any criticism that the letter is a fraud irrelevant. The probability of the
events in the plan coming to pass by chance are impossible. The pre-release of the
letter and the coming to pass of the events is all that is necessary to establish the
credibility of what was and is planned.
Albert Pike's strategy has been corroborated by
numerous authorities such as Dr. Dennis L.
Cuddy PhD. in The Power Elite's use of Wars and
Crises, by Anthony J. Hilder, and in "Pawns in the
Game" published in 1954 by William Guy Carr,
R.D. Commander R.C.N. refers to the Pike letter.
When one understands the Jesuit Oath of Office
as it relates to the Catholic Church loosing power
as a consequence of the power of the printing
press which brought about the Renaissance and
Reformation, one understands the intent of
Ignatius Loyola establishing the Catholic Mafia
known as the Jesuits or the "Society of Jesus".
However, as with the U.S. government, one must
understand that not every Jesuit or Catholic is
bad, to the contrary, just as can be found in the
U.S. government and military you can find the
finest people. So to amongst the Catholic's and
Jesuits, you can find the finest Christians who practice what Christ taught.
Unfortunately you can find devils amongst them too.
The good news is that just as the printing press revealed the truth and brought
about the Renaissance and Reformation and the collapse of the evil control of the
corrupted Catholic Church, so too now the Internet which is the greatest printing
press the world has ever seen is revealing the truth and bringing about the New
Renaissance and the Second Reformation by revealing those behind this "formidable
social cataclysm which in all its horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of
absolute atheism, origin of savagery and of the most bloody turmoil" and make the
people "obliged to defend themselves against the world minority of revolutionaries"
who seek to bring about the New World Order so that we the people can
"exterminate those destroyers of civilization" and restore "Novus Ordo Seclorum",
the New Order of the Ages where We the People are sovereign and no Pope,
President, State or king is sovereign over us. Where the government is our servant.
The conclusion of Pike's letter is what is most intriguing, a conclusion that would
appear contradictory as it calls for the destruction of the very people these wars
raised up. Pike's plan drew out the Nazi's with their Fascist ideals, it supported the
Communists and even lead those who worship Satan to step forward, for all to see,
exposed in their despotic practices and brutality. The only question now is will we
the people have the courage to rise up and destroy these destroyers of civilization?
The answer never lies in violence, love holds the key. This means that no person can
sit idly by while their neighbor is assaulted, all it takes to stop wars is for the moral
majority to remove from power the Papal's and politicians who profit from war and
esteemed ego's.
The very constructs of the United States of America and our great Constitution hold
the key to Novus Ordo Seclorum, were no one is sovereign over another. The people
must however rise up and own their sovereignty and make priests and politicians
servants and subordinate to we the people. Taxes, fiat-money and interest along
with standing armies must all disappear. The Patent system must be abolished and
no technology or knowledge silenced in the name of National Security, everywhere
everyone must recognize that they are accountable for and required to care for their
neighbor wherever they are in the universe.

